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My Placing Me guessing Final result Tele Jury

Malta Michela Chameleon - I seriously think Malta is worth 
more this year. The recorded version of 
”Chameleon” is a piece of brilliant pop but 
also honestly… They failed to bring it from 
recorded to live. The act looked a bit messy, 
but only 20 points from the tele voting? No 
that’s not fair.

8 11-15 16 22  - 20p 10 - 75p

Albania Jonida Maliqi Ktheju tokes - I don´t have much to say here 
cause this is a kind of genre you only hear in 
the Eurovision and the result was expected.

18 16-20 18 17 - 47p 18 - 43p

Czech Republic Lake Malawi Friend of a friend - This is one of the big WTF
´s on the night… What with the jury? 6th 
place really? What did the jury see in this 
entry? Will be fun to see how the different 
countries really voted in the breakdown later 
on.

20 21-26 11 24 - 7p 6 - 150p

Germany S!sters Sister - I moved Germany from the last 6 
places up to 17 on the night cause the girls 
performed it well but the result was expected. 
I am actually surprised they got 32 points 
from the juries. But again one of the ”Big 5” 
failed a good result.

17 21-26 24 26 - 0p 21 - 32p

Russia Sergey Lazarev Scream - A small surprise since I guessed 
Sergey would have been rewarded more in the 
tele votes than with the political jury voting. 
But the act was flawless, Sergey can sing and 
even if ”Scream” never will be a radio hit 
kudos to Russia this year. But will Sergey go 
back for a third time? Two times the podium 
must feel a bit bitter.

7 6-10 3 4 - 244p 9 - 125p

Denmark Leonora Love is forever - Still one of my little favorites 
this year even if my guess that the points will 
be awarded with 1 to 6 with a lack of higher 
points. A small surprise those thought the 
tele voters would have brought more to 
Denmark than the jury.

11 16-20 12 15 - 51p 11 - 69p

San Marino Serhat Say Na Na Na - The huge guilty pleasure this 
year, San Marino. The jury points, 16, actually 
more than I thought Serhat would have been 
rewarded from the jury ut I also expected 
more from the tele votes. In any case, ”Say Na 
Na Na” will be the song you hear in any 
Eurovision bar all over Europe 2019. Now we 
wait for a French version, Italian version and 
maybe a Turkish version to hit us.

4 21-26 20 10 - 65p 23 - 16p

North Macedonia Tamara Todevska Proud - A huge surprise during the jury votes 
and more in line with my guess from the tele 
votes. The ballads this year was a tricky one 
but Tamara had one of the better once and a 
top ten result at the end is well deserved.

12 11-15 8 12 - 58p 2 - 237p

Sweden John Lundvik Too late for love - Not surprised, its a Sweden 
2018 all over. Jury favorite but in the middle 
of the entries for the televoters. No shadow 
on this years song tho´John and The Mamas 
nailed it on the evening and it is a good song, 
the best from Sweden since Frans 2016. But I 
think Sweden must take a look at the 
selection and mix it up more in genres. Well 
composed radio friendly pop will never satisfy 
the public vote. It worked a few years ago 
(Måns) but that era is over.

5 1-5 6 9 - 93p 1 - 239p

Slovenia Zala Kralj & Gasper Santi Sebi - One of my favorites this year and I 
really thought they would end up top 5 after 
the jury votes but no. I am seriously surprised 
to find Slovenia 17th after the juries casted 
their votes. This is a pop gem and let us now 
see the English version we know is out there.

6 11-15 13 11 - 59p 17 - 46p

Cyprus Tamta Replay - Oh I am so happy that this ”replay” 
of Cyprus 2018 never worked out as Im sure 
the team behind Tamta calculated. But 
surprised over the 11th place from the juries, 
an expert jury should be able to see through 
bad music.

23 6-10 15 20 - 32p 11 - 69p

The Netherlands Duncan Laurence Arcade - The winner, third with the juries and 
second with the tele votes, not number one in 
any of the groups but obviously a high 
amount of votes all over. I really don´t like 
this entry even if its victory not a surprise. To 
manage to be added on my playlist Duncan 
need a hell of remix.

24 1-5 1 2 - 261p 3 - 231p

Greece Katerine Duska Better love - A small surprise among the 
juries, I would have guessed this to be in the 
juries wheelhouse 100%. 

22 16-20 21 21 - 24p 15 - 47p

Israel Kobi Marimi Home - The evenings BIG surprise. I admit I 
had Israel way at the bottom of my list when 
Eurovision 2019 started but Kobi knocked me 
out on the night (take out the crocodile tears 
at the end). An amazing performance and I 
guessed the juries would have given Israel 
more points. But no, in any case the remix of 
this song is amazing and after the final night I 
kind of not hate the original recording.

9 11-15 23 19 - 35p 25 - 12p

Norway KEiiNO Spirit in the sky - The real winner of this 
years contest, forgotten by the juries loved by 
the public and on the tele vote list number 1. 
I can only say congratulations Norway you 
worth the 5th place. 

15 16-20 5 1 - 291p 15 - 47p
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United Kingdom Michael Rice Bigger than us - If anyone really thought UK 
would have ended up high on the score board 
I want that person to explain that to me cause 
this song is not a good one. And I am sorry to 
say that Michael don´t shine. A typical 
example when a song win the selection on 
being political correct and the singers 
background story which is unknown for rest 
of Europe. Sorry UK, you must be able to do 
better. Start today and talk to Steps and 
Bananarama for 2020.

26 21-26 26 25 - 3p 24 - 13p

Iceland Hatari Hatrid mun sigra - The hate will prevail and 
Iceland did it well on the night. And again, 
love the chorus hate the growl. And one thing 
I nailed in my prediction for the night, they 
did show the Palestine flag after the show was 
over.

16 6-10 10 6 - 186p 14 - 48p

Estonia Victor Crone Storm - Again, I like Victor but this Avicii 
experiment is not a my cup of tea. And the 
mistake the TV production made was only fun 
during a live show like Eurovision but I don’t 
think it made any effect on the tele votes 
(even if Im sure some Estonian Eurovision 
fans will bring it up as a reason)

19 21-26 19 16 - 48p 19 - 38p

Belarus Zena Like it - This surprise more, a perfect little 
pop tune more cute than unique but I like it. 
Is it possible that the late hours of the 
Eurovision Song Contest actually mean that 
the kids not vote here…. They sleep? In any 
case this young Britney style song was worth 
more in my book.

10 16-20 25 23 - 13p 22 - 18p

Azerbaijan Chingiz Truth - I guess I don’t scream scandal as 
much as I should but this is a scandal. The 
best performance of the night and the most 
likely to be a hit song ended 8(!) EIGHT from 
the tele voters and only 5 from the juries. 
This is a slam dunk my European friends what 
happened? 

1 1-5 7 8 - 100p 5 - 197p

France Bilal Hassani Roi - *ROFL* I can’t say more than ops why 
not 0 from tele votes and 0 from juries? I am 
happy that Europe not bought this ice cold 
calculated political correct shit of a performer 
and song. At the same time I must admit the 
the French songs on his album actually not 
bad.

21 6-10 14 18 - 38p 13 - 67p

Italy Mahmood Soldi - The final night performance might 
have taken some tele votes away he looked 
nervous, a lot nervous. But it don’t change the 
fact that ”Soldi” is a really good song worth 
the top 5 position. 

2 1-5 2 3 - 253p 4 - 212p

Serbia Nevena Bozovic Kruna - What just happend, 13 place from the 
voters? Higher than the juries? My theory 
middle aged men who been drinking a few 
beers watching Eurovision dreaming of some 
”ra ta ta ta taa” on the Saturday night lifted 
the phone and voted for some Serbian thigh

25 21-26 17 13 - 54p 19 - 38p

Switzerland Luca Hänni She got me - Even with a good result at the 
end the jury votes must have been a 
disappointment for Switzerland. But Luca, if 
now taking care of his chance, will be able to 
stay on the radar of the teen aged girls and 
produce a few hits the upcoming years. And I 
still think the live performance lifted the 
song, not always the case in this context.

3 1-5 4 5 - 212p 8 - 148p

Australia Kate Miller-Heidke Zero Gravity - OK, again, I like the 7th heaven 
remix of the song, and the original version 
morphed into an amazing performance so a 
top ten position not a surprise. The 
performance will be on many recaps for years 
to come believe me.

13 6-10 9 7 - 131p 7 - 154p

Spain Miki La venda - This is actually a shame. Last 
country out with a uptempo party song. No I 
never thought Spain would win but serious, 
last after the jury votes? I guess Spain 
suffered from the ”only ten countries can get 
votes” syndrome. Looking at the break down 
later I think its possible to find that Spain is 
number 11 - 14 in the rankings which mean 0 
points at the end. Actually Spains 22nd place 
is this years real surprise and if any Spanish 
fans screams ”Spain was robbed” I understand 
them.

14 11-15 22 14 - 53p 26 - 7p
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